Interactive Digital Solutions, Inc. (IDSolutions) is a full service IP Video solution provider offering turn-key solutions from the industry’s best manufacturers in the Education, Government, Healthcare and Enterprise markets.

Full Service Design, Sales Integration and Support Teams

We recognize that technology integration is only successful when carefully aligned to meet the specific needs of an organization. Once a design is implemented, we conduct an orientation and training session to make sure the organization can fully utilize the technology. Our Network Operations Center (NOC) is then briefed on the installation to deliver the necessary support to keep the solution running smoothly for years to come.

Industry Leading Partners Provide World Class Solutions

IDSolutions partners with the industry’s leading communications providers. Our best in class manufacturers include AMX, AT&T, Canvas, Cisco, Crestron, Discover Video, Epic, Kaltura, Internet2, LG, Lifesize, Panopto, Polycom, Qumu, SBR, Smart, Sony, Tely, Vaddio, VBrick Systems, Visionary Solutions, Visix and Voxbone. Whether it’s a video conferencing huddle room, an IPTV system, Telehealth application or distance learning classroom our certified design teams are there to help develop a system to meet your needs at a price that’s within your budget.

AT&T National Video Solution Provider

IDSolutions is a national video solution provider for AT&T with headquarters based in Indiana and sales offices across the United States. Our unique partnership has helped to provide state of the art audio/video solutions for hundreds of customers worldwide. With the ability to offer products from more than 50 leading manufacturers, video design engineers, integration specialists and a world-class support services team, IDSolutions has earned a reputation for becoming a one-stop shop for AT&T customers looking to deploy video based solutions.
Can you SEE the difference?

Video is everywhere today; in schools, businesses, hospitals and government agencies. Are YOU leveraging video to its fullest potential? Accurate communication starts with seeing the other person; facial expressions, posture and eye contact. It helps us to bond with a student, a patient, business partner or official.

- Virtual Field Trips
- VCR Tape Digitizing
- Special Event Webcasts

- Morning News Broadcast
- Classroom Recording

A CLEAR VISION OF COMMUNICATIONS

EDUCATION

• Virtual Field Trips • Morning News Broadcast
• VCR Tape Digitizing • Classroom Recording
• Special Event Webcasts

GOVERNMENT

• Security and Surveillance • Video Conferencing
• Telejustice • Desktop Video Collaboration
• Town Hall Webcasts

HEALTHCARE

• Patient Consultations • Clinical Skills Assessment
• Telemedicine • Bedside IPTV Entertainment
• Operational Recording

ENTERPRISE

• Telepresence • Desktop Video Collaboration
• On-line Training • Quarterly Webcasts
• IPTV - Business TV Distribution

Learn more at www.e-idsolutions.com or contact us at 877-880-0022